PINKWRAP HOUSEWRAP (STANDARD FEATURE)
®

INSULATION

Serious protection for weatherwise homes.
Typically installed over wood or insulating sheathing, and under siding
or other exterior covering, PINKWRAP® surrounds your home
with a protective barrier to help
seal out energy-robbing leaks and drafts (air infiltration). Working
hand-in-hand with insulation, which traps air in tiny pockets to
slow the transfer of heat (thermal control), PINKWRAP functions like a windbreaker layered over a thick sweater to keep
your home comfortable and energy efficient throughout the year.
Controlling moisture in a humid environment.
The average daily activities inside a home–showering, cooking, washing
clothes and dishes, even breathing–produce moisture vapor which
needs to escape. PINKWRAP housewrap is specially engineered to
stop air infiltration while, at the same
time, allowing excess moisture to be
“exhaled” so it won’t build up in walls.
Built to Handle Tough Construction
Conditions.

Application(s)
Exterior Walls

1. Attach underneath or over sheathing board or insulation. PINKWRAP
is translucent to help you see your
alignments.
2. To begin wrapping, start at the base
of the wall, 2 to 3 feet from a corner.
Fold 3 to 5 inches of PINKWRAP under
itself and fasten to a stud or framing
member, printed side out. Installation
Wrap the entire building, including door
and window openings.
3. Staples (galvanized 16 gauge) or nails
(3/8 inch diameter) may be used for
attachment to structural materials such
as framing members or plywood. When
covering non-structural sheathing (such
as foam plastic insulation boards) nail
through sheathing and into studs using
large head fasteners or nails with plastic
heads. Fasteners should penetrate a
minimum of 1/2 inch into studs.
4. To hold PINKWRAP housewrap in
place: * 9-foot roll: Place a minimum of
three fasteners (one at top, middle and
bottom). * 3-foot roll: Place a minimum
of two fasteners (one at top and
bottom).
5. Fastening Once PINKWRAP housewrap is in place, fasteners should be
placed every six inches at the perimeter of the wall and around door and
window openings, and should be spaced
every 12 - 16 inches along vertical
framing members.

PINKWRAP is specially designed to
resist tearing around nail and staple
holes, even in windy conditions.

PINKWRAP®
Housewrap

INSTALLATION & FEATURES

Width x Length
3’ x 100’
9’ x 100’
9’ x 195’

6. At the end of a roll, fold the edge
under and fasten to the nearest stud
or framing member. To minimize air
infiltration, overlap PINKWRAP at least
8 inches on all horizontal and vertical
seams, with the upper layer overlapping
the lower layer. For upper stories, a
12-inch overlap over the story below is
necessary.

